Interaction of tight binding repressors with lac operators. An analysis by DNA-footprinting.
To increase our understanding of protein-DNA interaction in general, and in particular that of lac repressor with lac operator, we have investigated the interaction of tight binding (Itb) repressors with wild type (WT) operator and Oc operators. Nine Oc and a WT operator were cloned and sequenced. Three different Oc and an O+ were then chosen for the footprint analysis of six Itb repressors and WT repressor. Distinct protection patterns for the various repressor-operator pairs were observed at low repressor concentrations whereas, at high repressor concentrations, a stretch of 24 bases of the lower strand of the four different operators was protected in most cases. This protection pattern at high repressor concentration was almost completely redundant for all repressor-operator pairs, in spite of the fact that the affinities of the various pairs differed by more than three orders of magnitude. Two exceptions to this general observation were the two tight binding repressors R67 and R78a. These had been mapped in a region that codes for amino acid residues involved in subunit interaction. The two repressors showed reduced protection of O+ and of some Oc operators at the 3' (right) end of the lower strand. Dimethylsulfoxide, which is known to increase the affinity of O+ for repressor, did not increase the number of bases protected by WT repressor on the lower strand of O+. The footprinting results presented here clearly demonstrate that lac repressor can maximally protect about 24 bases of the lower strand of the operator and that the number and kind of interactions occurring in this region determine the strength of the repressor-operator interaction.